


INTRODUCING ME
20 years in digital marketing. Experienced in a range of 
ecommerce sectors utilising the Shopify and WordPress 
platforms. Focused on delivering success for ethical brands.



INTRODUCING ETHICLY
A new breed of digital agency, bringing together a range of 
experienced freelance professionals to help brands “for 
good” achieve their digital objectives, cost effectively.



THE PILLARS 
OF SEO 

TECHNICAL ON PAGE CONTENT AUTHORITY PERFORMANCE



HOW TO BUILD 
YOUR BRAND’S 

AUTHORITY 
WITH THE 
SEARCH 
ENGINES

TECHNICAL ON PAGE CONTENT AUTHORITY PERFORMANCE



GOOGLE’S MISSION
To organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and 
useful. 

WHAT THIS MEANS TO YOU
• Relevance is essential!
• Be the best at what you do.
• Make everything quick and easy for Google.
• Use Google tools to support you.



EAT

EXPERTISE - AUTHORITY - 
TRUST
EAT forms part of the Search Quality Evaluation Guidelines 
developed by Google to support continued improvement in 
relevance of search results.

This concept was developed for their “Human Rating Team” 
designed to ensure the quality of their ranking algorithm.

The full document can be found here and is worth a read if 
you can spare the time.

https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/guidelines.raterhub.com/en//searchqualityevaluatorguidelines.pdf


YMYL

YOUR MONEY OR YOUR 
LIFE
YMYL is a quality rating that is applied to websites that have the 
opportunity to impact the visitor from a health, safety and finance 
point of view.

The concept aims to manage and regulate uneducated advice, 
opinions and potentially fraudulent websites. This is Google striving 
to care about not just delivering the most relevant information but 
delivering correct information in its results.

All ecommerce sites have to be considerate of this concept.



CONTACTABILITY
How often do customers lose trust when they can’t get hold of 
anyone in customer services to support pre and post purchase?

Being contactable is key to Trust and YMYL.

It is best to make this available on every page so think about 
including the following in your header and footer:

• A clear way to get in contact with you - ideally a telephone 
number and email address.

• Your business address.
• Repeat this on a formal contact customer services page too.



POLICIES
Having easy to read user friendly policies is essential to Trust and 
YMYL factors.

Your website should include the following:

• A clear refund and return policy.
• Have a privacy policy that explains how you manage customer 

data.
• Include a terms and conditions page as well.

On each I always recommend to include contact details as well to 
provide any visitor with an easy route to make contact if they are 
reading this type of content.



REVIEWS
Positive sentiment and reviews about your business are a big signal 
of Trust. As always, aim to leverage Google My Business for a place 
to source reviews from, as using Google tools always helps organic 
the best.

Using a a third-party tool can help you to leverage your star rating 
in other marketing tactics such as Google Ads.

Google has a list of approved seller rating suppliers that can help 
you to link this to your paid search account - the list can be found 
here.

Yotpo is a good entry level reviews system which has a free starter 
package for new brands. This tool also has plugins and apps that 
integrate it with ease to your ecommerce site.

Responding to reviews adds an additional level of value and can be 
hugely beneficial to demonstrate Trust.

https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/2375474?hl=en-GB
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/2375474?hl=en-GB


AWARDS
Winning awards for you, your products and business position is 
another great way of demonstrating both Authority and Expertise.

Getting shortlisted will typically earn you a badge and a link from 
highly relevant, high quality websites.

And of course winning gets you all of the above and more!

Leverage Google to find award opportunities and log them into 
your calendar as typically they are annual and if you don’t succeed 
in your first attempt it is worth trying again.



CONTENT
At this stage, the value of your Content Marketing Strategy we 
covered in our last training session can’t be underestimated. 
Becoming an Authority on a topic, both through your blog (New) 
and the coverage you earn on other sites (Outreach) is invaluable to 
support Google EAT.

Earning links from high quality, relevant sites through great 
content really does cement all three elements of EAT. Even getting 
brand citations and mentions support this too.

Thus, when you get to this point in your Organic Search Strategy, 
creating this popularity through content needs to come as 
standard on a regular basis.



AUTHORSHIP
Writing an author bio to conclude your blog posts is “the icing on 
the cake” way to demonstrate Authority in your business field.  In 
your bio include links to your qualifications, social media handles 
and detail in the content why you have the expertise to write about 
the topics you are, with evidence where possible. Support this with 
author schema.

Taking it to the next level, you could consider having an author 
page on your site to further establish yourself as an authoritative 
voice, whether it be on a personal website, or at the website of your 
brand. This page can be used to encourage others to book you for 
events ro webinars as a speaker.

Ensure you use your bio to accompany your Outreach content work 
too, so that you build a valuable and credible profile.

https://schema.org/author


BRAND
The amount of people searching for your brand is a great sign of 
EAT. If a brand’s popularity steadily increases over time - Google 
sees this as a key signal and naturally allows your core content and 
the keywords you have optimised towards to increase up the 
rankings.

Complimenting an Organic Search Strategy with Brand Discovery 
Marketing can help you to achieve this.

Utilising paid for platforms, like Facebook, can enable you to 
achieve this cost effectively. Often this type of advertising does not 
convert instantly or directly, but if you get your audience right it can 
deliver a very successful halo sales performance from organic and 
direct traffic sources.



MEET HEATHER
The online power shopper
Age: 51
Occupation: Managing Director
Situation: Married - 2 children.

ACQUIRE ME:
● Find me on Facebook and target through paid advertising 

in the evenings.
● Target me on search through very specific keywords and 

encourage me to click.

INTERESTS:
● My job is quite serious and although I love it, I do also 

have a creative streak which explains my slight 
obsession with interior design! Plus we have just 
renovated our house and I have really enjoyed this.

SOCIAL:
● I’m a Facebook user and have been for about 12 years now. 

I went on it to reconnect with old school friends but now 
check it multiple times a day. 

ROUTINE:
● I usually get up about 6.30 so that I can get ready before 

the boys to help ready them for school. I work all day in 
the centre of town and spend my evenings watching TV 
and catching up with the family. I can be found on social 
in the evenings too as it is much easier than calling 
these days to stay in the loop with friends.

SHOPPING:
● I spend a LOT of money online! It’s just so much easier for 

me to order things for delivery than spend my weekends 
trudging round the shops and the supermarket. 

● I get my food delivered by Ocado every week and quite 
often buy clothes online from shops like Joules and Boden. 

REASON:
● I try to live a conscious life as this is important to me. So 

products and services that help me achieve this are easy 
to engage with.

MESSAGING:
● Tell me about how you are sustainable and plastic free, this 

means a lot to me.
● I am not so interested in price, but I do value trust - so 

reviews are a great options to convince me to buy.

DEVICES:
● I am on a computer all day long, but typically caught up 

in work. In the evening, I tend to be on my mobile 
phone but if I am purchasing something expensive I use 
my laptop.

KEYWORDS:
● I don’t have much time, so I am very specific in how I 

search so find me looking at the long tail keywords.



DISCOVERY
● BRAND DISCOVERY CAMPAIGNS TO TARGET PERSONAS
● DRIVE HIGH REACH AND LOW COST TRAFFIC TO WEBSITE
● TEST LANDING PAGE VIEWS OBJECTIVE ‘V’ PURCHASE
● KEY KPI IS LOW BOUNCE RATE TO MEASURE BRAND APPETITE
● MONITOR HALO IMPACT WITHIN BRAND SEARCH AND DIRECT TRAFFIC

LOOKALIKES
● USE CUSTOMER INFORMATION TO BUILD LOOKALIKE AUDIENCE
● COMPARE PERFORMANCE VERSUS BRAND DISCOVERY AUDIENCE
● TEST LANDING PAGE VIEWS OBJECTIVE ‘V’ PURCHASE
● KEY KPI IS LOW BOUNCE RATE TO MEASURE BRAND APPETITE
● MONITOR HALO IMPACT WITHIN BRAND SEARCH AND DIRECT TRAFFIC

REMARKETING
● REMARKET TO WEBSITE VISITORS
● FOCUS ACTIVITY ON DRIVING PURCHASES
● LEVERAGE AN INCENTIVE TO CONVERT IF CHECKOUT ABANDONED
● MONITOR FREQUENCY OF MESSAGE TO AVOID OVERWORKING AUDIENCE

CUSTOMERS
● KEEP BRAND FRONT OF MIND WITH EXISTING CUSTOMERS
● BOOSTING ORGANIC POSTS CAN WORK WELL
● MONITOR FREQUENCY OF MESSAGE TO AVOID OVERWORKING AUDIENCE

SOCIAL ADS STRATEGY



CONNECT TALK

01202 946964

MAIL

NIKKI@ETHICLY.CO.UK

MAKING A DIGITAL DIFFERENCE

MEET

HARMONIZELY.COM/NIKKI

https://twitter.com/nicola_webb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicola-webb/
mailto:NIKKI@ETHICLY.CO.UK
https://harmonizely.com/nikki



